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The centrepiece of Melbourne’s Christmas Festival, City Square 
has been transformed into Christmas Square, a magical forest 
offering festive fun for the whole family.   By day, discover 
nutcracker soldiers, interactive candy canes and get a free 
photo with Santa. An interactive Intel Christmas installation 
will also offer an exciting glimpse of the future. By night, enjoy 
soundscapes and Christmas lighting. 
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Do you recall that during the Roman Empire the wealthy used 
chairs on posts carried by subjects to transport them?  Then 
later on the wealthy, elite Normans were able to hire a riding 
horse as their transport?

And did you know that the right to ply for hire in London was first 
given to the watermen of the river Thames in the twelfth century? 
In those day’s all the royal palaces and large mansions fronted 
the river Thames.

In the 1500s the Dutch introduced the Hackney carriage - a four 
wheeled horse-drawn carriage.  These were  popularised in 
London by Queen Elizabeth I.  

These carriages went through many stages until the 1830s 
when the Hansom Cab was introduced.  It had two wheels, a 
sheltered hood and a seat for the driver on the roof and a clock-
work meter.  

Technology changed the on-demand vehicle industry in the 
1900s when the first motorised cab was put on the road.  There 
have been many changes since then to the motorised taxi 
- changes in fuel i.e. LPGas, electric - changes of vehicles to 
keep up with the manufacturer’s designs - changes to taxi livery, 
meters, safety devices and dispatching equipment.

Now we are at the forefront of seeing our industry once again 
turned upside down by technology, primarily the introduction of 
apps and the advent of driverless vehicles.

So what’s next?  One visionary, Tommaso Gecchelin (an Ital-
ian engineer and industrial designer) sees transportation of the 
future as modular, boxy vehicles that are flat-sided, identically 
sized and can link up and disconnect on the run. 

Next is the name of his conceptual autonomous electric ve-
hicles and Gecchelin predicts it will provide both on-demand 
rides and shared public transportation.  

Next is an advanced smart transportation system based on 
swarms of modular self-driving vehicles, designed in Italy. Each 
module can join and detach with other modules on standard 
city roads. 

When joined, they create an open, bus-like area among mod-
ules, allowing passengers to stand and walk from one module 
to another.
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Imagine a Next pod coming to your house in the 
morning to take you to work and then collecting an-
other one or two people in your street.  Then as you 
head towards the city it would collect more people 
and/or affix a few more pods along the way.  No more 
one-person only driven cars in peak hour!

The first concept was created in 2012 and since then a 
lot of research and development has been done.  The 
2015 design of Next is elegant, minimal and sleek, but 
also more aerodynamic, thanks to the new shape and 
the wheels integrated inside the structure.

“The future of transportation is life in motion,” says 
Gecchelin. “The smart routing system of Next will au-
tonomously drive the vehicles and join together mod-
ules, in order to redistribute passengers and optimise 
occupancy rate, cutting energy consumption and traf-
fic footprint.”

Gecchelin estimates Next will be up and running by 
2020.  For now we will just have to wait and see what 
happens next!  

Toni Peters
Editor, Taxi Talk - Voice of the Taxi Industry  TT

2015 has been another 
tumultuous year and let’s hope 
that 2016 sees some rewarding 
resolutions and the year is filled 

with happiness, health and 
prosperity.

To all our advertisers, contributors, 
supporters and friends within the 

Victorian taxi industry 

from the Taxi Talk team
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COMPETITION 
ALREADY
HERE

A popular argument asserts that the 
taxi industry needs more competition 
in order to get cheaper and better 
services for the travelling public. 

Most people who argue in this way 
do not, or do not want to, under-
stand the fact that the taxi industry is 
a multi faceted industry made up of 
many participants and that self inter-
est reigns supreme in many cases.

It is a well established misconcep-
tion that the Network Service Pro-
viders are synonymous with the taxi 
industry. This is a fallacy. The two 
largest Network Service Providers 
(Networks) in Melbourne do not op-
erate any taxis and are in reality noth-
ing more than a Call Centre, regulat-
ed and licensed by the government, 
to fulfil certain regulatory conditions. 

The Networks are first 
and foremost interested 
in making profits for their 

shareholders. 
Therefore the interest of the Network 
is often in conflict with a taxi opera-
tor who delivers the service to the 
public. 

Their interaction with the taxi user is 
limited to providing a platform that 
brings the user and the provider of 
the service together. When a cus-
tomer rings for a taxi and finds that 
the number is busy he assumes that 
it is hard to get a taxi in that instant. 

Yet there could be a taxi available 

within in a couple of minutes be-
cause it is only the Network that is 
busy and not the actual taxi. 

There are many possible reasons 
why the phones are busy. 

It could be a fault in the telecommu-
nication system, a lazy or inattentive 
operator on the phones, or the fact 
that there are just not enough opera-
tors on duty to take the calls. 

It is at this stage that a conflict of in-
terest between the Network and the 
taxi operator becomes obvious. 

The radio network saves 
money when it has fewer 

staff answering the 
phones, whereas the taxi 

operator loses money and 
the taxi user misses out by 
not getting the service he 

deserves.
By considering the above it becomes 
quite clear that the Network  has, in 
reality, only one paying customer 
and that is the taxi operator who 
pays for the service of dispatching a 
taxi to the customer. 

Yet many people in and outside the 
industry, do not consciously think in 
this way, because originally the Net-
works were owned and operated by 
the taxi operators.

When it is argued that we need more 
competition in the taxi industry we 

Can the taxi 
industry survive 
the onslaught of 
misinformation 
produced by 
politicians, the 
press and some 
people in the taxi 
industry? 
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COMPETITION 
ALREADY
HERE have to decide if we need more 

competition between Networks or 
between taxi operators and taxi 
drivers. 

In all these discussions about 
competition the taxi user is sup-
posed to be the beneficiary. 

So how can the taxi user or the taxi 
operator benefit from a system that 
has a multitude of Networks com-
peting with each other, when the 
customer can only ring one dis-
patch system at a time? 

If the taxi user has the choice be-
tween ten different Networks, that 
have an equal distribution of taxis, 
he can only access about 500 cars 
in Melbourne, and if we have 100 
Networks the number of accessi-
ble taxis will be as low as 50.  So, 
it becomes quite obvious that this 
is not in the interest of the taxi user 
nor is it in the interest of the taxi 
operator. 

For the most efficient 
and cost effective use of 
the taxi fleet all taxi users 
should have access to all 
available taxis at all times.
Unfortunately this does require the 
will and co-operation of the gov-
ernment and the various Networks, 
including internet companies like 
Ingogo, Gocatch and Uber. 

The chances of this happening, 
especially with respect to Uber, are 
very remote. But our Government 
could achieve it by legislation.

From the above discussion it be-

comes clear that the present com-
petition that we see between the 
Networks, which was been intro-
duced on the advice of the Taxi In-
dustry Inquiry, by our previous gov-
ernment is detrimental to the taxi 
user, taxi operator and driver. In the 
case of the taxi industry more is not 
better, on the contrary, it is worse.

It is said that the taxi 
industry does not have 

any competition. Yet 
here we are competing 
with subsidised public 

transport, buses, 
community transport and 

private cars. 
Taxi operators compete with each 
other for drivers and both opera-

tors and drivers compete for taxi 
users. All this is done by the taxi 
industry in a government regulated 
environment and by obeying the 
law and paying taxes. 

So why do some people want to 
destroy an industry that has served 
the public well and provided a live-
lihood for many thousand, hard 
working and tax paying citizens? 

The best Christmas present that 
the State Government could give 
the Victorian taxi industry, would be 
to uphold the law and to pay more 
attention to the people who really 
are the industry.

I wish all of you a Merry Christmas.
Hans Altoff

Taxi Owner/ Operator TT

  

We are accredited with over 30 banks and other lenders

  TAXI
finance

cheap finance rates...
ALL TAXI LICENCES & VHA 

CAR FINANCE
all taxi vehicles (cars and vans, VHA vehicles, 
limos and others)

fast approvals

GAP COVER
$30,000

AVAILABLE

cheap rates best service

Phone 9561 8876  
96 Garden Road, Clayton  (near Ikea)

EASY CAR LOAN 
APPROVALS...
NO TAX 
RETURNS 
REQUIRED*

* conditions apply

yarrafinance
experts in commercial finance

Merry 
Christmas
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REGIONAL 
& COUNTRY 
FARES

The Essential Services Commission 
has the complex task of monitoring 
prices, costs and return on assets, and 
to identify potential misuse of market 
power.

We have developed a taxi cost index 
to estimate the changes in the costs 
of providing country and regional taxi 
services. We then compare changes in 
notified maximum fares against chang-
es in the taxi cost index.

For the first year of deregulation, 2014-
15, we observe large increases in taxi 
fares by some service providers. These 
increases significantly exceed our esti-
mated change in taxi costs. The major-
ity of increases are between 10 to 20 
percent. Conversely, about 70 percent 
of operators left their tariffs unchanged 
in 2014-15.

17 service providers notified 
new fare structures. These 

fares apply to 176 out of the 
484 taxis in the regional and 

country zones.
Four service providers notified fares 
increased greater than 20 per cent: Co-
lac (45.5%), Alexandra (35.9%), Robin-
vale 27.3% and Cape Otway (20.1%)

Service providers tended to increase 
the flagfall by more, relative to other 
fare components, affecting shorter trips 
more than longer trips.  They also tend-
ed to increased fares more during the 
evening (6pm - 10pm) and night (10pm 
to 6am) compared to daytime fares.

Notable changes to maximum fares 
include:

• Alexandra introduced a flat fare of 
$10 during the day and $15 during 
the night for trips within the town-
ship of Alexandra.

• Colac replaced the late night and 
holiday surcharges with a new $5 
fee that applies all weekend and 
during late night and holidays.

• Lakes Entrance kept all fares at 
the previously regulated level, but 
extended the period for the late 
night surcharge to apply from 
6pm to 6am.

• Crown Cabs (operating in various 
locations) introduced a fuel levy of 
$0.30 per kilometre (effectively in-
creasing the distance rates).

• By removing the booking fee and 
only slightly increasing the other 
components of its day fare, Mor-
well’s estimated fares for bench-
mark day trips actually decreased 
in comparison to the previously 
regulated fares.  This was offset by 
significant increases in night fares.

We will continue to monitor and analyse 
fare increases in future years and report 
accordingly.

Dr Ron Ben-David
Chairperson, Essential Services Commission 

TT   

As part of the recent 
reforms to the 
taxi industry, taxi 
fares in regional 
and country 
Victoria have been 
deregulated. Taxi 
service providers 
(operators and 
networks or co-
operatives) are 
permitted to set 
their own maximum 
fares, which must 
be notified to 
the Taxi Services 
Commission.
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REGIONAL 
& COUNTRY 
FARES
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$150

10 Hybrid Camry Altise in stock 
ready for immediate delivery!!  
Enquire now!

Merry Christmas from Berwick Toyota!  
Purchase a Hybrid Camry Altise and receive a  

$150 FUEL VOUCHER  
for all vehicles delivered before the 31st December. 

Berwick Toyota
751 Princes Highway, Berwick. Phone 9707 4455
berwicktoyota.com.au

$150 fuel card limited to one person per vehicle. Voucher will be presented upon delivery of vehicle. Offer ends 31/12/15. While stocks last.     LMCT537    25305
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As a Senate inquiry into tax avoid-
ance questions Uber and other com-
panies, the Transport Workers’ Union 
says there is also a need to monitor 
the effect new tech entrants such as 
Uber are having in reducing condi-
tions for employees and their plans 
to drastically reduce certain jobs al-
together.

“We urgently need a strategy to de-
cide where quality jobs in the future 
will come from. Companies such as 
Uber are lowering labour standards 
by stealth by employing drivers as 
independent contractors without any 
of the benefits that generations of 
Australians have had, such as rights 
to sick leave, annual leave, maternity 
leave, retirement with dignity, mini-
mum pay and protections against 
unfair dismissal,” said TWU National 
Secretary Tony Sheldon. 

“Uber is undercutting the already 
poor labour standards which exist in 
the taxi industry. We should be lifting 
standards not allowing them to be 
reduced even further,” he continued. 

The TWU is campaigning for rights 
for Uber drivers and intends to en-
gage Uber and taxi drivers, whether 
contracted workers, employees or 
owner drivers, in the campaign.

“We also need a strategy to decide 
whether we are willing to accept a fu-
ture where many of the jobs humans 
currently undertake will potentially 
be obsolete, such as jobs involving 
driving with the advent of driverless 
vehicles,” he added.

Uber, Google, Apple 
and other tech giants 

are designing driverless 
vehicles which some 
predict could end car 

ownership and wipe out 
jobs involving driving in a 

matter of decades.
Tony Sheldon says, “There may well 
be positives to this scenario, such as 
reduced road deaths, but safety is-
sues will not be eliminated given that 
technology is not infallible.” 

“There is also the inevitable cata-
strophic mismanagement of driver-
less vehicles which will no doubt 
occur just as currently some heavy 
vehicles are not maintained properly, 
leading to fatalities,” he continued, 
pointing to recent problems at Com-
monwealth Bank and other banks 
which saw customers unable to use 
ATMs and online banking.

“Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull has 
said it is an exciting time to be an 
Australian given technological ad-
vances, but this excitement must 
provide more than just a geek econ-
omy of foreign and Australian billion-
aires reaping huge profits whilst rip-
ping apart the community,” he 
added.  TT

JOBS 
BEING 
REDUCED

The Transport 
Workers’ 
Union (TWU) is 
calling for the 
protection of 
labour standards 
and a strategy 
on the future of 
work, with the 
development of 
new technology 
industries such 
as Uber.
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TAXI

Happy, Safe and 

Hopeful Christmas 2015

One of the oldest professions in the world.  
It is a word universally understood in most languages.
It stands for independence and service.
It is resillient, reliable, adjustable and remains true to the task.
We all undertsand the words “First Cab off the Rank”.  But we don’t 
always apply it to ourselves.  
We hope that the taxis have the freedom to run their business and serve 
the public without undue interruption which they are licenced to do.
Everyone wants to control the taxi and the taxi is the only one providing 
the service.
Let them ply for hire with real hope to supply a safe, lawful, responsible 
service to the public.
May we all move forward with hope that the taxi can survive and provide 
the service as required with justice.
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Bracks, Brumby, Baillieu, Napthine 
and now Andrews - they’ve all been 
in on it. And it’s been a nice little 
earner.

In excess of 600 MH licences as well 
as hundreds of Taxis – unrestricted, 
Green Tops, Maxi Cabs etc – have 
been sold/leased during this period 
at inflated prices. The Government 
has been glad to take money from 
all comers. 

You and I, existing industry opera-
tors, have dutifully handed over our 
hard earned savings to enjoy the 
privilege of servicing the travelling 
public.

UberX, also serves the travelling 
public but – to date – has had no 
costs imposed upon it. UberX driv-
ers also continue to evade their tax 
obligations!

For the rest of us – get 
ready for 15% GST.

Prior to the last election, the Labor 
Party wrote to the industry with its 
proposed policy regarding taxis/hire 
cars and the ongoing illegal activity 
of UberX. Labor pledged to set up… 
another committee (!) – The Ministe-
rial Forum.

Twelve months on, the Industry is still 
awaiting the outcome of the Forum! 

We are made to believe that the 
policy outcomes are dependent on 

the findings by the Magistrates Court 
against UberX.

Call me a cynic, but even if the Mag-
istrates Court rules in favour of the 
Taxi Services Commission, the case 
will be appealed all the way to the 
High Court. In the meantime, the 
collateral damage will continue una-
bated.

Small business operators will con-
tinue to see their life savings disap-
pear before their eyes. At the same 
time, earning a respectful living in the 
industry will become increasingly dif-
ficult.

This is blatantly unfair and very un-
Australian.

Taxi standards need a 
shake-up, absolutely. Hire 

Cars have to become 
better organised and more 

customer responsive, 
absolutely. We, as an 

Industry, agree.
The question is, how best can this be 
achieved ?

Undermining Industry stakeholders 
is certainly not the best approach!

The Government can’t continue to 
pretend that is on top of the issue. 

GOVERNMENT 
AND
COMPENSATION

Over the past 
ten years, 
respective State 
Governments 
have received 
tens of millions 
of dollars by 
commercialising 
the issue of taxi 
and hire car 
licences.

continued page 14
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3 Quality and Fast Repairs

3 Lower Annual Contribution on all vehicle types
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Public Liability of $20,000,000

3 Income Lost for not at fault

9380 6522

TAXI COVER
Third Party & Public Liability

CLUBBRUNSWICK TAXI
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and Owner Drivers

Call us today

0403 621 291
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GOVERNMENT 
AND
COMPENSATION
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3 Lower Annual Contribution on all vehicle types

3 Providing Third Party Certificate with 
Public Liability of $20,000,000

3 Income Lost for not at fault
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and Owner Drivers
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Any advice we provide is of general nature only and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation and needs. You should consider these matters and read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before you act on any advice.
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CHAUFFEUR DRIVE

It can continue to try and regulate 
the failed Fels’ reforms or choose 
another path – legislate.

In the famous words of Led Zepel-
lin…

Yes, there are two paths you 
can go by, but in the long run

There’s still time to change the 
road you’re on.

And it makes me wonder.

It makes me wonder whether:

• logic, justice and equity will ever 
descend upon our industry.

• the government is completely 
oblivious to the corrosive na-
ture of the current inequities

• the government understands 
the long term damage being 
done to our country’s legal 
and tax institutions by allowing 
themselves to be ‘shirt front-
ed’ by litigious multinationals

• the government realises that 
an innovative new solution is 
required to address these un-
precedented challenges.

As the saying goes, every crisis 
throws up new opportunities. 

The State Government needs to 
legislate the immediate buy-back 
of all hire car licences – MH, CH, 
SV – the lot. 

The government can recoup this 
outlay by then leasing (PBO) licenc-
es to all and sundry – including Uber. 

It should be done in a way that rec-
ognises the investment made in 
taxi licences by thousands of Vic-
torians who depend on that invest-
ment as passive income. 

All this can be achieved 
for about 5% of what 
it cost to compensate 

the East-West Link 
consortium!

Thereafter, the same costs should 
be imposed on all operators. 
$2,500 rego fees for taxis, for ex-
ample, should be history!

If it’s good for the goose…

It isn’t a complex gig. It’s been done 
in so many other Industries before.

The changes should be designed 
to ensure:

• that all operators are compet-
ing on an even playing field 

• existing operators are fairly 
compensated for investment 
made in good faith in gov-
ernment issued licences over 
many years

• the travelling public has a broad 
choice of service provider

• and those of us who do this as 
a career have half a chance of 
achieving a fair return on our 
time and money invested.

As both Labor and Liberal have 
presided over the current situation, 
Mr Andrews and Mr Guy are col-
lectively responsible to come to-
gether, stop politicising the issue, 
‘fess up to the fact that they have 
failed the industry and legislate an 
equitable solution.

The industry can be agile 
and adjust to customer 
expectations and fair 

competition will ensure 
that happens. 

To date, we have been privileged 
only to vacuous platitudes from 
both major parties.

Time for government to step up, 
treat the industry and the travel-
ling public with a little more respect 
and set up an industry architecture 
which allows operators who are 
dedicated to the rule of law,  a just 
taxation regime and a sustainable 
industry, to have a fair chance of 
earning a living.
                 

George Kapnias
Managing Director   TT

GOVERNMENT
AND COMPENSATION continued from page 12

We wish you and your families 
a very Merry Christmas and 

a happy New Year. 

We look forward to helping 
you with your 

business in 2016.

BERWICK TOYOTA
751 Princes Highway, Berwick   

Phone 9707 4455

Berwick Toyota is a family owned and operated 
dealership in the South Eastern suburbs of Melbourne.  

We are the fastest growing fleet team in Melbourne, 
and can service guests in all areas of Melbourne and 
country Victoria!  

We live and breathe our Mission 100 vision which 
encompasses:

from all the team at100% satisfaction to 
100% of our Guests 
100% of the time
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Any advice we provide is of general nature only and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation and needs. You should consider these matters and read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before you act on any advice.

Your Taximeter
Your Income Data

Their Taximeter
WHOSE INCOME DATA?

WHO OWNS YOUR 
INCOME DATA?

Schmidt Electronic Laboratories Pty Ltd

Phone  (03) 9546 6990 or 1300 132 422  |  Email  info@schmidt.com.au  |  Website  www.schmidt.com.au
Address  153 Osborne Avenue, Clayton South, VIC 3169  |  ABN  20 005 631 710

When you own a Schmidt G4 Taximeter:
• YOU OWN the confidential income data stored in your taximeter, and this income data fully remains 
  your property.

When you use a Cabcharge Fareway Plus Taximeter:
• YOU DO NOT OWN the taximeter. It actually remains the property of Cabcharge or some other party. 
• DO YOU KNOW who actually owns the confidential income data stored in the Cabcharge Fareway Plus 
  taximeter?
• DO YOU KNOW who has access to this confidential income data?

What should you do if your taxi network wants to remove your Schmidt G4 Taximeter?
It is your absolute right to keep your Schmidt G4 taximeter. Cabcharge is under a legal obligation in 
Victoria to ensure that the new Fareway Plus fully integrates with the Schmidt G4 Taximeter. 

All over Australia, it is your absolute right to insist that your Schmidt G4 taximeter is kept in its rightful 
place on your taxi’s centre console.  The Fareway Plus display unit can be mounted somewhere else, 
e.g. under the dash. If you wish we can mount it under the dash and out of the way for you. 

What should you do if you are feeling misled, pressured or bullied? 
You can report it directly to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 
Alternatively, call us and we can pass on your complaint.

Trusted by thousands of taxi operators & drivers for more than 35 years
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HAVE  
YOUR
SAY

The real question for me is “Why 
hasn’t Uber been charged for making 
false public representations?”

The November edition of Taxi Talk 
printed an article by Herald-Sun 
transport reporter, Aleks Devic, which 
makes a number of assumptions that 
need to be challenged.  Aleks Devic 
states that Uber X is a genuine com-
petitor in the passenger transport 
market. Really?

Around 300 taxi industry stakehold-
ers attended a rally against Uber on 
Sunday,18 October this year. The rally 
was addressed by the Federal mem-
ber for Holt, Anthony Byrne MP.  The 
meeting was also attended by Anna 
Burke, Federal member for Chisholm 
and Tim Richardson, State member 
for Mordialloc.

Mr Byrne was applauded when he 
made the comment “Uber is a 50 bil-
lion dollar company that is corrupting 
the country and shame on every poli-
tician and government for supporting 
Uber.” 

They call themselves a share-ride 
transport service when then are re-

ally a commercial business playing 
on words to avoid paying government 
taxes.

If taxi drivers used surge-pricing tech-
niques like Uber, we could be charged 
for illegal pricing, but not Uber.  Surge-
pricing is  really unethical  because it’s 
about taking advantage of people, 
exploiting passengers.  Such as by 
more than doubling taxi tariffs during 
peak times.

For example, they can charge $152 
from the CBD to Ringwood, $38 to go 
from Elwood to Brighton, $40 to travel 
from Richmond to the Royal Women’s 
Hospital, and $238 to take a passen-
ger from Richmond to Avalon Airport.  
During non-peak times Uber may  
charge less than standard taxi rates. 
But this is only a strategy to try and 
fool consumers.  In the long run, con-
sumers will pay a lot more for using 
Uber services. 

What needs to change is government 
and the tabloid media.  Aren’t we are 
entitled to expect politicians and re-
porters to put ethics before ideology?

John Glazebrook  TT

We are told we 
need to change 
due to the entry 
of Uber into the 
market. But Uber 
is not a legitimate 
competitor, Uber 
is a fraud.

Send your opinion letter to 
email: yoursay@taxitalk.com.au     

post: PO Box 2345 Mt Waverley VIC 3149   

Please include your name and full contact details for verification.
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Reform after reform, 55 years of re-
form and the purpose of the reform 
was the taxi licences went to $500,000 
and the people who worked for it 
weren’t entitled to benefit from it. 

When I bought my taxi licence there 
was no specification that if the licence 
value went down there would be no 
compensation from the Government 
and we were not entitled for com-
pensation for loss of value and if the 
licence value was going up we had no 
right to claim the value of the licence. 

Out of this reform we are supposed to 
have better drivers with a lot of knowl-
edge,  better money for the drivers 

and better service.  That is not true!

The only ones to have benefited from 
this is the Government,  the Network 
Service Providers and the illegal taxi 
service.   

Journalists and radio commentators 
should not take sides especially since 
they have probably never driven a taxi, 
let alone owned one.  

Many drivers are deserting the taxi in-
dustry and get employed by the illegal 
service, Uber, and right now there is 
no quantity and no quality of drivers.

Leo Mauro TT

The reform 
was necessary 
for all the dirty 
corruption that 
was happening.    
Everybody blames 
the taxi industry.    

 I am a taxi driver, not a fan of Uber. 

But why did you stop in your calcu-
lations on 55c for the taxi driver? The 
next step is taking GST from 55c that 
make 50c in the taxi driver’s pocket. 

Then, once a year, we have to pay 
income tax as well on each 50c in 
our pocket that makes our takings 
even less than 50c.

If I go shopping and want to buy a  
loaf of bread for $1.10 I have to pay 
$1.10 out of my pocket, otherwise I 
won’t be able to take it. 

I can’t say to the shopkeeper that I 
will only pay $1, and the other 10c 
they can take from the sum I pay to 
Australian Taxation Office as GST 
and annual tax.

Yes, Uber drivers pay for the fuel 
and maintenance, but the operator 
who drives his own cab and gets $1, 
not 55c, has to pay GST and annual 
tax. 

When you compare let’s do it in full, 
please do not stop in the middle.

Gennadi Eikelis TT

I would like to 
comment on the 
article (November 
2015) by Brian 
Gammon. Thank 
you for your 
calculations in It’s 
About Service & 
Safety.  

DO YOU HAVE...

Contact Toni Peters 
P: 0400 137 866   
E: tonipeters@taxitalk.com.au

Advertise in 
TAXI TALK

• something to sell?  
• a service to offer?
• a new product?

Voice of 
the Taxi 
Industry
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ADAMS 
MAGUIRE 
SIER

We practice as 
Business, Commercial, 

Conveyancing, 
Estate Planning, Family, 

Litigation, Probate, 
Superannuation, 

Taxation

176 Upper Heidelberg Road, Ivanhoe 3079
Email: amsr@amslaw.com.au   |   Phone: 9497 2622

AMS
LAW

LAWYERS

Serving the Taxi Industry 
for over 30 years

MONEY
FOR 
HARDSHIP

The fund is to assist perpetual taxi 
licence owners who may be expe-
riencing severe financial distress 
as a result of reforms following the 
2012 Taxi Industry Inquiry. 

The Taxi Reform Hardship Fund will 
be overseen by Chair Janet Dore 
and a team of externally appointed 
auditors to ensure all applications 
are considered fairly and indepen-
dently.

Perpetual taxi licence owners who 
meet the eligibility criteria, and can 
demonstrate severe financial dis-
tress as a result of the reforms, may 
be eligible for payments from the 
fund.

In short, the criteria is:

Persons who had an ownership in-
terest in a taxi licence between 28 
March 2011 and 1 July 2013 and 
as a direct result of the Taxi Industry 
Inquiry and subsequent reforms are 
currently experiencing both:

• A deficiency in income that 
would not allow provision for ei-
ther themselves or their imme-
diate family the necessities of 
food, shelter, clothing, medical 
expenses, education for chil-
dren and other basic require-
ments; and

• An inability to liquidate assets in 
order to either meet the costs 
of those necessities outlined 
above or to pay outstanding 
debts as and when they fall 
due.

Each application will be individually 
assessed and information provided 
by applicants will be verified as re-
quired to ensure the fund is admin-
istered fairly.

Application forms and eligibility 
criteria will be found on the Depart-
ment website at: economicdevelop-
ment.vic.gov.au/taxi-reform-hard-
ship-fund

The fund’s auditors have estab-
lished a comprehensive, evidence-
based and consistent application 
process.

They will assess each application 
individually and carefully, verifying 

The Victorian 
Government 
has established 
a $4 million 
Taxi Reform 
Hardship Fund.
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NOT AT FAULT
If you have been involved in an accident (not at fault) we’ll take care of the entire 
claim and even provide you with a taxi to keep working. (subject to availability)

AT FAULT
If you’re at fault we’ll repair your taxi quicker and cheaper than anyone else.

TAXI REPAIRS 
  professional, quick and low prices  

FULLY EQUIPPED WORKSHOP
with a complete range of services  
• Mechanical 
• Panel beating
• LP Gas installations
• Tyre services
• Taxi equipment installation
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9543 8700
1313-1315 North Road, Huntingdale 

Open 6 days - Monday to Saturday

Contact our team !
Experience our service!

Start saving money !

includes Castrol 
Oil, Filter and 
TSC Safety 

Check

Service
$65from

information as required. If it is 
found that a licence owner has 
submitted false information to try 
and demonstrate financial dis-
tress, they will not be eligible for 
payment.

Applications and general enquir-
ies can be sent to taxireform.
hardshipfund@ecodev.vic.gov.
au.

The application process com-
menced on 19 November 2015 
and the Chair and auditing team 
will determine payment amounts 
for eligible applicants once appli-
cations for the fund close at 5pm 
on Friday 12 February 2016.    TT   

MONEY
FOR 
HARDSHIP

Will be held in the Melbourne CBD on Monday 7 December 2015 
from 4-6pm on the application process.  Applicants can register 
their interest in attending this session by emailing taxireform.
hardshipfund@ecodev.vic.gov.au.      TT   

INFORMATION 
SESSION
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WORLD
TAXI NEWS

INDIA
Ola, the Uber rival that 
is leading the taxi app 
market in India, has 
refueled its tank after 
taking on another $500 
million in funding. 
The company is now valued at $5 
billion and says it will use the new 
capital to “further accelerate its 
growth in the Indian market.” 

The firm said its app is now clock-
ing more than one million booking 
requests and it is present in more 
than 102 cities across India. 

Uber, by contrast, recently inject-
ed $1 billion into its India-based 
business, where it reportedly logs 
250,000 rides per day across 22 
cities.

Usage of Ola’s service has grown 
30 fold over the past year. The 
company has 350,000 vehicles on 
its platform, which include regular 
taxis, high-end ‘Prime’ vehicles, 
rickshaws, and commuters via a 
new ‘Ola Share’ carpooling service 
that it added recently. 

Last month Ola provided free boat 
services along with experienced 
rowers, to assist with rescuing and 
transporting those who had been 
stranded in unaccessible and 
flooded areas in Chennai.   TT

Effective 1 January 2016, 
Montreal taxi drivers will 
now have to get out and 
open the door for all 
passengers who phone 
to request a cab.
This new rule won’t apply to those 
who hail one on the street.

Other changes include a dress 
code for drivers that will require 
drivers to wear black trousers, a 
clean white shirt and closed-toe 
shoes with socks.  They will be al-

lowed to wear Bermuda shorts in 
the summer months. Women driv-
ers have the option of wearing a 
black skirt.

Taxi drivers will also be required to 
accept electronic payments with-
out exception and install security 
cameras in their cars.

Complaints against Montreal taxi 
drivers have risen over last two 
years and Montreal City Council 
say the new rules will improve the 
taxi industry’s image and bring it 
into the 21st century.   TT

CANADA

NETHERLANDS
Dutch navigation 
company TomTom has 
signed a multi-year 
contract to provide 
Uber with digital maps 
and traffic data for the 
software used by its 
drivers.
With maps in more than 300 cities 
across the world this is the latest 
in a series of deals for TomTom 
who also signed an agreement this 

year with Volkswagen and Apple’s 
iPhone.

“We are excited to provide Uber 
with our best-in-class location 
data,” TomTom’s managing direc-
tor of map and licensing, Charles 
Cautley, said.

Once users have an account, they 
can call an Uber car with a couple 
of swipes on their smartphone, in-
stead of having to book a taxi or 
wait on a street corner waving their 
arm. TT
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BANNY started 5 years ago with 13CABS 
driving taxis.  He is now a Silver Service 
driver.  Banny loves his work, takes pride in 
his car and appearance and enjoys meeting 
new people every day. TT

DRIVER 
MONTH
OF THE
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WORLD
TAXI NEWS

Upcoming ride-booking 
app Karhoo, which will 
launch in Singapore early 
next year, has announced 
a partnership with taxi 
giant ComfortDelGro.
ComfortDelGro has a fleet of over 
17,000 taxis, accounting for close 
to 60 per cent of the market. As 
of September, its Comfort brand 
boasts 12,673 taxis, while CityCab 
has 4,353.

Karhoo is a comparison app that will 
allow commuters to pick a cab or a 
private-hire car across companies, 
based on criteria such as cost, time 
of arrival and type of vehicle.

Unlike apps such as GrabTaxi and 
Uber, Karhoo works with cab com-

panies rather than individual drivers, 
allowing the company to integrate 
hundreds of vehicles in one go on to 
its platform.

Karhoo founder and chief executive 
Daniel Ishag, 41, said the app will 
“level the playing field” for all.

“For the first time, Karhoo allows 

passengers to compare all available 
suppliers and select their ride on the 
criterion they care about, be it price, 
local knowledge, quality, punctuality, 
vehicle type or brand of supplier,” 
said the British entrepreneur.

Besides Singapore, Karhoo plans to 
launch in New York and London. 

Adrian Lim   TT

SINGAPORE

Bayside Taxi Services

DRIVERS WANTED
South Eastern 

Suburbs
Driving Silver Top taxis 

All Shifts available and 
flexible hours

Home changeover is 
an option

Full Time 
set price 
hungry              
(conditions apply)

from 

$990
 excl gst 

from 

$150
Set price
24 hour 
hungry shifts                   
(conditions apply)  excl gst 

Oil & Oil Filter Change ........... $  66
Full Service ................................... $165
including air filter & spark plugs 

MECHANICAL & PANEL REPAIRS

Camry / Holden / Ford 
all makes & models

313 Bay Road, Cheltenham       9555 1155   ~   0414 566 779
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3 hour demand for taxis for cruise passengers
  A full load of passengers will disembark with luggage in the morning  

and a full load will embark with luggage in the afternoon.

Visit date Peak taxi demand Taxis Required 
(approx. no.) Ship name

Thursday 12-Nov-15 7:30am - 10:30am 180 - 230 Golden Princess

Wednesday 25-Nov-15 7:30am - 10:30am 180 - 230 Golden Princess 

Saturday 5-Dec-15 8:30am - 11:30am 150 - 200 Superstar Virgo

Tuesday 8-Dec-15 7:30am - 10:30am 180 - 230 Golden Princess 

Thursday 10-Dec-15 8:30am - 11:30am 150 – 200 Pacific Jewel 

Sunday 13-Dec-15 7:30am - 10:30am 150 – 200 Pacific Jewel

Thursday 17-Dec-15 7:30am - 10:30am 150 – 200 Pacific Jewel

Monday 21-Dec-15 7:30am - 10:30am 180 - 230 Golden Princess 

Tuesday 29-Dec-15 12:30pm - 3:30pm 150 – 200 Pacific Jewel

Note: Cruise ship schedule is subject to change.  For the latest information, please visit  www.portofmelbourne.com

for 2015-16 Cruise Season – Demand for Taxis
November - December 2015

Calling All Cabs to Station Pier

For more information about Port of Melbourne Corporation call 1300 857 662 and, if after hours, choose option 3, or visit www.portofmelbourne.com

Pier Access
� Taxis�will�be�granted�access�to�drive�on�to�Station�Pier�once�an�identification� 

check has been conducted at the front gate.

There will be a high demand for HOVs and station wagons during  
disembarkation due to passengers travelling in groups and luggage size.
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MOBILITY
LINES
BLURRING

Often the taxi driver is completely over-
looked - he or she apparently provides 
no added value, for example for peo-
ple with reduced mobility or care-de-
pendent elderly people.

Yet profound social changes are on 
the way, concluded the annual confer-
ence Intelligent Mobility 3.0, organised 
in London by consultants Frost & Sul-
livan.  About 300 specialists heard how 
connectivity (everyone is connected to 
everyone and everything is connect-
ed to everything else [the Internet of 
Things]) and urbanisation are some of 
the megatrends which will shape the 
agenda for the next years.

The megatrends, including 
urbanisation - the 

increasing migration of 
the world’s population to 
urban areas - are both 

opportunities and threats to 
public transport and taxis.  

These trends have their effects on 
both.  With the advent of the autono-
mous car, both sectors will increas-
ingly be intertwined.  Transportation 
professionals will have to tackle new 
challenges and opportunities.  

Sarwant Singh (Senior Partner Frost 
& Sullivan, says “Megatrends such as 
urbanisation, connectivity and e-com-
merce means creating new opportuni-
ties, such as smart parking manage-
ment, new approaches for automobile 
manufacturers and home delivery lo-
gistics companies”.

This world’s resources are tight.  Finan-
cial, physical and social resources.  The 
manufacturers who are clever in the de-
sign and manufacture of mobility solu-
tions will be the ones who benefit.  

‘Smart’ is green and efficient and the 
seamless response to the networked 
society.  In today’s increasingly urban-
ised cities ‘smart’ is also a prerequisite 
of success.  Smart urban infrastructure 
and planning mean that physical and 
e-mobility will play an increasingly im-
portant role.  

Today the demand for mobility is more 
and more based on the prevention of 
congestion and pollution by easy mo-
bility solutions.  Another megatrend is 
the greater emphasis on good value 
for money.  And in this society where 
people are generally living longer, well-
ness and wellbeing will be top of the 
agenda.

Singh gave some ‘Shifts’ too, away 
from traditional models, such as 
new business models based on 
car sharing, peer-to-peer sharing 
and corporate sharing - more in-
tegrated mobility.  There will also 
be new ridesharing models, like  
BlaBlaCar (sharing the costs, not prof-
it).  Uber will develop more into a logis-
tics company in some markets.

The integration of mobility in turn means 
the development of integrated plat-
forms in which the customer can order 
the mobility he needs.  These platforms 
also provide space for innovative taxi 
companies, like London’s One Trans-
port has for years combined various 

Not a day passes 
without speculation 
about the future of 
passenger transport,  
and when taxis will 
be replaced by 
autonomous ones.  
Carlos Ghosn, the 
big boss of Renault-
Nissan, sees taxis 
disappear within 20 
years.
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forms of taxi, coach and other mobil-
ity features.  

Cities themselves will also become 
customers for all sorts of integrat-

ed mobility, including taxi mobility.  
This especially is to meet the needs 
of the ageing population, which 
in some cases will not just need a 
door-to-door approach, but also a 
bed-to-bed solution.

Another ‘shift’: business and leisure 
mobility are increasingly happening 
at the same time.   The number of 
women drivers will increase and 
women are more likely to prefer 
Uber over taxis.  

Aggregators will 
increasingly combine 

various modes of transport 
in their apps.

The framework Singh had described, 
was then coloured in by a  series of 
specialist speakers.  More and more 
companies turn to ridesharing, while 
others are hesitant for safety and se-
curity reasons.  A huge challenge for 
reservation systems like Amadeus 
and specialist business travel agen-
cies like Carlsson-Wagonlit.  

Amadeus is working on a special 
department that is purely concerned 

with new forms of shared and in-
tegrated mobility.  The question is 
what will the commercial side of the 
business look like, as ridesharing 
doesn’t always fit well in reservation 
systems.  But in future business, 
travellers may well go to Uber and 
AirBnb for lack of alternative.

In the future, divisions between 
B2B(1), B2C(2) and P2P(3) are disap-
pearing, just like the lines between 
modes of mobility are blurring.  Pro-
viders of mobility products are mov-
ing closer together.  

Wim Faber  TT

(1) B2B - Business-to-business refers to a situation where one business makes a commercial transaction with another business. 
(2) B2C - Business-to-consumer refers to online retailers, as well as other companies that sell products and services to consumers through the Internet.
(3) P2P - Peer-to-peer is a decentralised communications model in which each party has the same capabilities and either party can initiate a communication session.

Australia’s premier 
taxi magazine 
is now proudly 
independent

Taxi Talk magazine
Took its first faltering steps in May 1966 and for the first time in 60 years 
provided a forum for a common cause in the taxi and hire car industry.

Taxi news
A progressive approach to sharing the industry’s news to Victorian taxi 
owners, operators and drivers.

Monthly editions
11 issues a year! (Feb - Dec)

www.taxitalk.com.au
Updated monthly with the current magazine edition.

• 

• 

• 

• 

Phone 0400 137 866  |  Email  info@taxitalk.com.au  | Website  www.taxitalk.com.au
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The centrepiece of Melbourne’s Christmas Festival, City Square 
has been transformed into Christmas Square, a magical forest 
offering festive fun for the whole family.   By day, discover 
nutcracker soldiers, interactive candy canes and get a free 
photo with Santa. An interactive Intel Christmas installation 
will also offer an exciting glimpse of the future. By night, enjoy 
soundscapes and Christmas lighting. 
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AROUND
THE STATES

Ticktoc, Victoria’s 
latest taxi industry 
app, received their 
Network Service 
Provider (NSP)
accreditation last 
month, which makes 
them the only app in 
Victoria to combine 
hire-car and taxi 
bookings.
Also Ticktoc is the only app which 
allows industry-approved bookings 
to be made weeks in advance while 
including all the technical functions 
the same as other taxi apps, and 
streamlining them. 

John Sajadi, Ticktoc CEO says 
“We think this could really change 
the game and make the lives of taxi 
drivers easier as there’s finally a 
platform available for them to com-
pete with the unethical model that 
Uber’s running!”

To date Ticktoc has 212 hire car 
drivers registered and active with 
the app.  There are 54 taxis signed 
up and now that they have their 
NSP accreditation, these will be 
activated very soon.

“We’re working together with Ex-
ecutive Limousines and hoping to 
get the right partners to fund us 
to take Ticktoc into the next level,” 
said John.

“We strongly encourage taxi and 
hire car drivers to register their in-
terest with us to provide an alter-
native, legal booking and payment 
platform that takes credit card sur-

charges and cash out of the equa-
tion,” he continued.

Hire car drivers and taxi drivers can 
contact Ticktoc directly by emailing 
drivers@ticktoc.net to register their 
interest. 

There’s also an application availa-
ble for download for Ticktoc drivers 
called the Ticktoc Driver app, which 
the registered driver can then use to 
commence operation. TT

The Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) has extended the 
timeframe for making a 
final decision on iHail’s 
application for authorisation 
after receiving a submission 
from the company 
proposing changes to how 
its booking app will operate.
iHail will now have to wait for a decision 
until at least February/March next year 
when the ACCC expects to hand down 
its final ruling.

Last month the ACCC said in a draft 
determination that it was proposing to 
deny authorisation to ihail on competitive 
grounds.

At the time, ACCC chairman Rod Sims 
said the commission considered that the 
ihail app would have a significant impact 
on competition in the taxi industry, and 
could impact prices and quality of ser-
vice.

Chairman Sims says, “The ACCC ac-
cepts this app would provide a more con-
venient way for consumers to book taxi 
services, but in the draft determination the 
ACCC takes the view that this comes at 
too big a cost to competition”.  TT
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STATISTICS

The metro taxi licence average price of $254,444 is based on the 9 genuine market based transactions that occurred in the metropolitan 
zone during October 2015.  
The Taxi Services Commission’s standard practice is to only count those licence transfers where a genuine market based transaction has occurred.  They do this by 
applying a number of standard business rules. The aim of these business rules is to identify genuine market based transfers of taxi licences and to base average price 
calculations on these transactions only.   Therefore, where it appears a non-market based licence transfer has occurred, these transactions are excluded in the 
calculation of licence values. An example is where a licence holder transfers the licence to a new business name but still retains ownership of the licence. TT

Compliance outcomes 
Vehicle Inspections  ......................... 1,406
Rectification Notices ........................... 149
Infringement Notices  ............................ 97
Official Warning notices  ......................... 9

$254,444

TAXI
licences

average metro ASSIGNMENT 

$1,946

$36,783HIRE 
CAR
LICENCES 
Number of 
Victorian Hire Vehicle 
Licences 

Metropolitan Hire Cars  .............1,094
Country Hire Cars  .........................63
Special Purpose Vehicles  ...........927
Restricted Hire Cars  ....................611
TOTAL                                   2,695

Number of drivers
Active drivers  .............................15,342
Accredited drivers (taxi, hire car & bus) ....44,398

The above figures are updated and published on the Taxi Services Commission 
website each week. Figures shown consist of both active licences and those 
that have been approved but have not yet been operationalised at the time of 
reporting.

Taxi zone Licence type

# of 
licences  
30/6/14 

# of 
licences 
30/6/15

# of 
licences 
15/11/15

Changes 
since  

30/6/14

Changes 
since 

30/6/15

Metro Conventional 3,826 4,399 4,309 483 -90

WAT 504 492 478 -26 -14

Total 4,330 4,891 4,787 457 -94

Urban Conventional 357 400 410 53 10

WAT 75 79 80 5 1

Total 432 479 490 58 11

Regional Conventional 253 261 263 10 2

WAT 75 77 74 -1 -3

Total 328 338 337 9 -1

Country Conventional 126 126 128 2 2

WAT 36 34 34 -2 0

Total 162 160 162 0 2

Totals Conventional 4,562 5,186 5,110 548 -76

WAT 690 682 666 -24 -16

Total 5,252 5,868 5,776 524 -92

OCTOBER 2015
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INDUSTRY

AARON
de Rozario CEO
Taxi Services Commission

Building a world-class taxi service

Taxis will be in high 
demand over the coming 
weeks, so I encourage 
you to go above and 
beyond during this busy 
period by providing 
excellent customer service 
and reliability.

Aaron de Rozario

Season’s Greetings
from all at the 
Taxi Services 
Commission
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INDUSTRY
UPDATE

The Taxi Services Commission 
is closed on public holidays.

The TSC will also finish at 2pm 
on Christmas Eve and New 
Year’s Eve.

Check the website for more 
information.INDUSTRY

AARON
de Rozario CEO
Taxi Services Commission

Network Service Provider

accreditation

A taxi-cab network service is defined as the receipt and dispatch of 
bookings or orders for the hiring of taxi-cabs, and can also include 
taxi-cab branding, the provision of GPS services and emergency alert 
systems. 

Reforms to the taxi industry have made it easier than ever before to 
gain accreditation to provide network services for taxis. As a result of 
these industry reforms, together with the development of smartphone 
applications, more providers are entering this sector of the market, pro-
viding taxi drivers and passengers with more choice when it comes to 
taxi bookings.  

If you are an accredited operator, you are able to provide network ser-
vices for your own taxis without any further accreditation. However, if 
you intend to provide network services for taxis that you don’t operate, 
you will also need to be accredited as a network service provider (NSP). 

If you are using a smartphone application to make or receive bookings 
for taxis, you can check the accreditation status of the provider of the 
smartphone application by checking the Public Register.

For further information, please visit the TSC website or contact the ac-
creditation team on 1800 638 802.    TT

All taxi operators must ensure that 
each of their taxis is insured by 
an insurance policy in the opera-
tor’s own name, with an insurer 
regulated by the Commonwealth 
Government.

The policy must cover the driver 
against liability for any third party 
property damage caused by, or 
arising out of the use of, the taxi.

The cost of this insurance, includ-
ing excess payments, is payable 
by the taxi operator and cannot 
be ‘passed on’ to a driver.  TT

Compulsory

insurance
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Dispute resolutions

UPDATE
 TAXI CAB

Licensing updates

processing timeframes

Please remember that you must notify the TSC directly 
to update contact information in regards to your indus-
try accreditation and licences. Please regularly check 
the TSC website for updated forms, as many forms 
have been updated in line with new processes and 
recent reform changes.

To ensure your vehicle is not listed as ‘non-operation-
al’, remember to submit your assignment documents 
at least two weeks prior to commencement.

The TSC now accepts a number of applications and 
forms via email lodgement. For more information on 
which forms can be submitted via email please refer 
to the TSC News & Updates at http://www.taxi.vic.gov.
au/

Licensing timeframes
The TSC has identified estimated processing time-
frames for licensing documentation. The times listed 
below are our estimated maximum deadlines but are 
dependent on circumstances.

• Taxi Transfers, Assignments and New 
applications – maximum 10 business days

• Hire Car and Special Purpose Vehicle 
applications – maximum 15 business days

Fast Track Requests
In some instances, and for exceptional circumstances 
only, the TSC will consider processing an application 
faster than the estimated timeframe.  e.g. Urgent com-
munity needs (outside the metropolitan area)

Fast-track applications won’t normally be considered 
for the following: 

• Pre-booked registration appointments

• Applications handed in without sufficient lead 
time to start dates

To avoid disappointment, please ensure you submit 
your documentation with consideration to the informa-
tion outlined above.   TT
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UPDATE
 TAXI CAB

From 1 January 2016, Public Transport Victoria’s Night Network trial in 
Melbourne will commence. The trial includes all night public transport 
on weekends, with all night metropolitan trains and trams, late night 
buses, and a 2am coach service to key regional centres. 

The trial network has been designed to provide over 70 per cent of 
Melburnians with an all night train, tram or bus within one kilometre of 
their home, so that there is the best chance possible to properly as-
sess the success of all night transport on weekends.

The one-year trial will be closely monitored to review and adjust servic-
es accordingly.  If successful, all night weekend public transport may 
be continued or modified where necessary.  Community and customer 
feedback will be key to assessing the success of the trial.

Night Network services will run on all Friday and Saturday nights re-
gardless of public holidays. Night Network services will not run on 
other nights even when a holiday Saturday timetable is operating.  

For more information visit the Night Network website.   TT

DIGITAL EDITION
READ TAXI TALK MAGAZINE EXACTLY 
AS IT’S PRINTED AT 
TAXITALK.COM.AU

VOICE 
OF THE TAXI INDUSTRY

MAGAZINE

TAXI
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This new concept in 
urban mobility Toyota 
i-Road” combines the 
potential of both cars and 
motorbikes.
Based on the future of urban trans-
port, Toyota have worked to ensure 
next generation performance in 
terms of driving, size and environ-
mental performance.

It’s Just Like Skiing!  The more you 
drive the better it gets. 

The left and right front wheels 
move up and down independently 

synchronized in response to the 
driver’s steering, and the vehicle 
automatically selects the optimal 
lean angle when cornering. You 
can enjoy the refreshing sense of 
being one with the machine.

The ultra compact size makes city 
roads feel wider.

The ultra compact “i-Road” is 
870mm wide enabling ease of 
handling in confined spaces. It can 
run without using the entire lane on 
crowded urban roads, and it only 
needs a parking space of half or 
even a quarter that of a normal car.

For the convenience of a motorbike 

and comfort and stability of a car…

As easy to use as a motorbike, but 
without fear of getting wet in rain, 
and no need to wear a helmet. 
Since it is the vehicle that maintains 
balance – not the driver – stability 
is maintained not only on curves, 
but on slopes and over uneven 
surfaces. Anyone can drive Toyota 
i-Road safely and comfortably.

Zero CO2 Emissions Makes It Very 
Environment Friendly

This environment friendly EV is 
powered by lithium-ion batteries. 

 Alex Heath TT

IT’S JUST
LIKE SKIING
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TAXI COVER 
PROTECTION
TAXI COVER 

PROTECTION

Metropolitan Taxi Club

Comprehensive Insurance
Third Party & Public Liability Insurance
(QBE Insurance up to $32,500,000)

360 BRUNSWICK ROAD 
BRUNSWICK

PHONE 9388 0722
EMAIL  daniel@metropolitantaxiclub.com.au    OR    vi@metropolitantaxiclub.com.au

• FREE legal advice
• NO joining fee
• FAST claims recovery
• FAST repair turn-around
• GENUINE replacement parts
• LOWER annual contributions

BRUNSWICK ROAD COLLISION 
CENTRE (Melbourne)

• Taxi resprays from $1200 (conditions apply)

• Quality jobs
• Quick repair time

Contact Ibrahim
0422 431 823  or  9380 9935

MORELAND TAXIS P/L

• Taxi shifts available (day and night)
• New and clean taxis
• 24/7 roadside assistance

Contact Jel
9388 1425  or  9388 0722

BRUNSWICK ROAD COLLISION 
MECHANIC CENTRE

• Low prices
• Fast services

Contact Daniel or Ibrahim
9388 1425  or  9388 0722

We provide:-

metropolitantc_0415.indd   1 3/25/2015   12:39:36 PM

Any advice we provide is of general nature only and 
does not take into account your objectives, finan-
cial situation and needs. You should consider these 
matters and read the relevant Product Disclosure 
Statement (PDS) before you act on any advice.

from 
everyone at 
Metropolitan 

Taxi Club
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DRIVERLESS  
CARS
As time passes, driverless cars will be lighter, faster 
and simpler because they will not have to deal with 
unpredictable humans. Other driverless cars will keep 
them up to the millisecond on their intentions.   

Driverless cars are coming. Not that long thereafter, it will 
be illegal for humans to drive cars on public roads as it will 
be too dangerous. This will be a mixed blessing.
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Even more than driverless cars, 
driverless taxis are coming. The 
economic case for taxis will widen 
for the following reasons:

You will no longer have to pay a hu-
man taxi driver.

All members of your family can be 
travelling to separate destinations 
at once.

You will be able to order up a taxi 
exactly the right size for your current 
need, most commonly a single pas-
senger pod. You won’t have to pay 
for the fuel to haul around an over-
sized vehicle. That smaller vehicle 
will have access to the fast lanes.

You will not have the cost of fuel for 

transporting the taxi driver around.

You don’t have to pay for parking a 
driverless taxi. Most personal cars, 
even driverless cars, own two park-
ing spaces, one at work and one at 
home. Each parking space costs 
$10K to $50K to build. 

The cost of mandatory parking 
space shoves up the price of rent 
and restaurants. It forces people 
to buy parking spaces who do not 
even own cars, or who would not 
bother with a car if parking were not 
bundled in the rent. Because park-
ing is cheaper to build in the sub-
urbs, mandatory parking promotes 
urban sprawl. 

Taxis will arrive to pick you up even 

faster than your personal car could 
unpark and come to pick you up.

Just as taxi fleets were the first to 
implement hybrids, driverless taxis 
will be first to implement fully elec-
tric vehicles. 

Taxis can be programmed to return 
to the fleet garage for frequent bat-
tery changes. Electric vehicles are 
more durable than combustion ve-
hicles. They are easier to maintain. 
Taxis can use smaller, lighter, more 
energy efficient batteries than pri-
vate cars. They don’t need to lug 
around heavy batteries just in case 
there is a long trip. 

Roedy Green  TT

They will drastically reduce ac-
cidents. Computers are not dis-
tracted by texting, fighting children, 
drowsiness, alcohol, worry, road 
rage, shapely behinds, eating, 
shocking news on the radio, phone 
calls, heart attacks, epileptic sei-
zures…

Computers have pre-planned ra-
tional strategies to deal with every 
contingency including ice, oil slicks, 
a mattress falling off the truck 
ahead, a lion on the roadway…

Because of their microsecond reac-
tion times, cars will be able to travel 
much closer together and in nar-
rower lanes. This means the same 
roadways will pump through more 
traffic reducing congestion. With-
out such intelligent cars, there is no 

more land to build roads to reduce 
congestion.

Because driverless cars sense with 
ultrasound, radar, infrared… and 
because they can talk to other cars 
and to traffic control, they can travel 
safely in foggy, snowy and icy con-
ditions.

You will be able to sleep, read,  
watch movies, work, talk on the 
phone, browse the Internet… as 
you travel. It will give commuters 
more free time.

It will not be up to you to find a park-
ing space. Your car will know where 
one is and park itself, perhaps quite 
far away from where it let you off.  If 
you want, you can allow others to 
use “your” car while you are not us-
ing it, perhaps for a fee. 

Car insurance will be very inexpen-
sive, both for liability and collision.

Children, the elderly, drunks, irre-
sponsible teens, disabled people 
all can travel safely.

Special vans can be used to deliver 
packages without requiring a driver. 
This will reduce the cost of cata-
logue and Internet shopping.

Cars will do less stop and go trav-
elling since they can anticipate bet-
ter than humans. They will travel to 
satisfy fuel efficiency not road rage 
efficiency.

Since cars are communicating con-
stantly about road conditions, they 
can avoid congestion, always pick-
ing the currently optimum route.

Advantages

With cars more convenient than 
ever, the numbers will rise and the 
number of trips will rise. Even if the 
cars are electric, this will increase 
net greenhouse gas emissions. To 
start, cars will be gasoline powered. 
This means more fumes. This is the 

killer. We need to be thinking about 
how to reduce passenger-miles not 
increase them.

Manned taxis will disappear. It will 
be up to people at the end points to 
load and unload and deal with disa-
bled people.

Public mass transit will wane.

Because it will be safer to travel 
faster, cars will travel faster, thereby 
reducing fuel efficiency and encour-
aging even more optional trips.

Driverless Taxis

Disadvantages
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Research has shown that regular 
physical exercise can be just as 
effective as medication in treat-
ing mild to moderate depression 
and anxiety. Eating healthy food, 
getting enough sleep and reduc-
ing alcohol and other drugs help 
maintain not only good physical 
health, but good mental health 
as well. This isn’t new advice, but 
making sensible lifestyle choices 
really does have its benefits.

If you have been feeling down 
or stressed, or if you’re having a 
tough time and have been worrying 
excessively, check the beyondblue 
website or contact our support ser-
vice on 1300 22 4636 to talk to a 
trained mental health professional 
to find out if you could be experi-
encing depression or anxiety. 

Many people don’t know the symp-
toms of anxiety and wrongly think 
they are just part of their person-
ality. Some common symptoms 
include feeling anxious or worried 
most of the time, overwhelmed 
or panicky – and avoiding social 
events or crowded places that 
cause you to feel stressed.

There are effective treatments 
available for both anxiety and 
depression, and a quick chat to 
your doctor could lead to positive 
changes in your life. 

Making your health your number 
one priority for 2016 really makes 
sense. And if exercising regularly is 
the only resolution you keep, you 
will find the benefits you reap will 
ensure self-care is at the top of 
your list again in 2017.  TT

LOOKING AFTER ME
A GREAT 
NEW YEAR’S 
RESOLUTION
With around one 
million people 
in Australia 
experiencing 
depression and over 
two million having 
anxiety at any given 
time, it’s likely that 
you or someone 
you know could 
experience a mental 
health problem.

www.beyondblue.org.au   1300 22 4636

Dad’s handbook:
A guide to the first 12 months

www.beyondblue.org.au   1300 22 4636
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621 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, VIC 3000
www.melbcitytoyota.com.au 

Lower
your operating

costs with
Hybrid

Melbourne City Toyota

Call us
TODAY!

(03) 9282 8888

HYBRID IS THE FUTURE
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Lower
your operating

costs with
Hybrid

Melbourne City Toyota

your operating
costs with

Call us
TODAY!

(03) 9282 8888

HYBRID IS THE FUTURE
Visit Melbourne City Toyota

FINANCE AVAILABLE AT CAMPAIGN RATES*

taxi-advert-outlined.indd   1 5/11/2015   16:56
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The weather is warming up and the countdown to 
Christmas is underway. Christine Salins has compiled a list 
of some top drops to help you celebrate summer.

As the days get longer and the weather warms up, it’s time 
to think about tweaking wine lists with styles and varietals 
that pair well with lighter dishes.  We’ve come up with a 
selection that hit the right note for summer drinking.

10 DROPS 
FOR YOUR
SUMMER WINE LIST
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Logan 2015 Moscato, $20
Logan previously made its Moscato from gewür-
ztraminer but this year, for the first time, it has used 
muscat blanc à petits grains grapes, which are more 
intensely flavoured at a lower sugar level. What does 
that mean for consumers? Well, for one, it means they 
can imbibe with less guilt, as the wine has just 6.5 per-
cent alcohol. Oh, and it tastes delicious too.

Ladies Who Shoot Their Lunch 2014 
Riesling, $34.95
Are you game for this? A fun wine with serious intent, 
this quirkily labelled wine features a woman and her dog 
going hunting. Its creators suggest it goes beautifully 
with wild game and it certainly has the personality to in-
trigue, delight or divide the most ardent Riesling hounds. 
It comes from the Strathbogie Ranges in Victoria and is 
flinty and fresh with notes of lime, lychee and rose petal. 
It’s an interesting wine, not least because it was ferment-
ed on lees in oak, which, although common in France’s 
Alsace region, is unusual for Riesling in Australia.

Domaine Chandon 2015 
Pinot Gris, $25
Pinot Gris is the fastest growing white varietal in Aus-
tralia; people seem to love its floral aromatics and in-
teresting textures. When Domaine Chandon bought its 
Whitlands Vineyard in Victoria a couple of years ago, it 
came with a parcel of Pinot Gris. “It turns out that this 
little patch delivers Pinot Gris with wonderful floral aro-
mas,” says winemaker Dan Buckle. “We’re very happy 
with this one.” Richly textured with bright natural acid-
ity, it comes from one of the best vintages for early 
varieties in the region since 2002.

Windowrie 2015 ‘The Mill’ 
Verdelho, $18
While Pinot Gris is having a dream run, Verdelho is the 
straggler at the rear. Which is a pity as it is ideally suited 
to summer drinking with its lime and honeyed notes, 
and naturally high acidity. Cowra, in the NSW Central 
Ranges, produces some of Australia’s best examples, 
and Windowrie is one of the region’s most esteemed 
producers. With zesty passionfruit and tropical notes, 
this one’s a great alternative to Sauvignon Blanc.

Briar Ridge 2015 Limited Release 
Fiano, $28
This exciting new addition to the Briar Ridge range is 
crisp, youthful and zesty with lively ginger, citrus and 
hazelnut notes. Made by talented 2014 Young Win-
emaker of the Year, Gwyn Olsen, it’s one of only a few 
examples of this Italian variety in Australia. Definitely 
one to put on the list for summer.

Bremerton 2013 Batonnage 
Chardonnay, $32
Light summer dishes of salmon, tuna and chicken pair 
nicely with an expressive Chardonnay like this one with 
its creamy mouthfeel, restrained oak and stonefruit, 
spice and citrus notes. Battonage refers to the stirring 
of the lees which gives the wine added complexity and 
a deliciously long finish, making it stand out in a crowd 
of upfront one-dimensional whites. 

Richard Hamilton 2013 Lot 148 
Merlot, $21
The last thing you want to drink in the height of sum-
mer is a heavy, full-bodied red. This Merlot from South 
Australia’s McLaren Vale has elegance and finesse 
with subtle oak and soft tannins. With generous sweet 
fruit, it tastes of cherries and plums with a bit of nut-
meg to spice things up.

Margan 2014 Shiraz, $25
Winemaker Andrew Margan reckons the reds that 
came out of the Hunter Valley’s Broke Fordwich sub-
region in 2014 were the best since 1965. The fruit for 
his Shiraz comes from 40 year old vines yielding less 
than one tonne per acre, concentrating the fruit and 
producing a rich, spicy palate with hints of raspberry. 
A terrific food wine.

Red Feet 2012 Sangiovese, $35
Victoria’s King Valley has become one of Australia’s 
premier regions for Sangiovese and this example from 
one of the newest producers in the region, Red Feet, 
is worth keeping an eye out for. Easy drinking and me-
dium bodied, it’s a bright, racy wine with touches of 
Cherry Ripe chocolate and spice. Great with Italian, 
lamb and vegetarian dishes.

Topper’s Mountain 2012 Red Earth 
Child, $38
Food-friendly Spanish and Italian varieties come to-
gether in this rich and velvety blend from the New 
England region of NSW. About 60 percent Tempranillo, 
with Nebbiolo, Tannat and Barbera rounding out the 
flavour profile, it has hints of dark chocolate and cin-
namon. You wouldn’t want it for lunch in the blazing 
sun, but coupled with a hearty pasta dish or risotto it 
hits the spot beautifully. 

Cheers !
  Christine Salins 

Hospitality Magazine TT
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MAJOR 
EVENTS 
this month in Melbourne

2 adults + 2 children
get to experience the 
Melbourne Star first-hand!

Present your current 
driver’s certificate between 
1 – 30 December 2015 
at Melbourne Star’s Ticket 
Office, and receive your 
free Family Pass!

Pick up and drop off points and a taxi rank are located in 
designated areas on the north side of Olympic Boulevard.   

For those with special needs requiring wheelchair access, a 
pick up and drop off zone is located on Olympic Boulevard 
out the front of Hisense Arena. 

Summer in Australia is tennis. 
Balmy nights, world-class tennis players, 
colourful fans, live entertainment at Grand 
Slam Oval and all the tennis action live on 

the big screen at Garden Square. 

Melbourne Park
Batman Avenue, Richmond East

There are few events in the 
Australian sporting calendar that 
evoke as much passion as Test 

cricket, and the Boxing Day Test is 
at the pinnacle. 

Australia vs 
the West Indies
26 - 30 December 2015
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Melbourne Cricket Ground
Brunton Avenue, East Melbourne A
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The Melbourne Star Observation 
Wheel at Docklands celebrates 

its 2nd birthday this month

It provides uninterrupted 
360-degree views across 

the Docklands precinct, 
Melbourne’s CBD, Port Phillip 

Bay and as far as Mount 
Macedon, Arthur’s Seat and the 

Dandenong Ranges. 

It is located in the Docklands 
next to the Icehouse and 

Harbour Town Shopping Centre 
– popular spots for tourists. 

18 - 31 January 2016

Free Melbourne Star family pass 
for taxi drivers

Melbourne Star is open daily from 10am 
until 10pm with  last admission at 9.30pm. 
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Alex tAxis mobile eftpos

SMALLER > BRIGHTER > FASTER

119 Errol  St  Nth Melb   Call  Chantel  9348 9507 

ATB

FOR ALL YOUR TAXI COVER

S EASON ’ S G R E ET I N GS 

and A Happy New Year 
A Very Merry Christmas

Wishing Everyone

VHA 35K

SellMT
BuyMT

To All The Industry

> Fastest recovery for loss of income
> Prompt repairs carried out
> well equipped workshop in tottenham
> Quick repairs to put you back on the road ASAP
> Genuine parts used
> Get rewarded for no claims and not at fault claims
> Third party property / public liability cover 30 Million

Metro Club Taxi Cover   

CHRISTMAS BBQ 

TAXI VHA

HO HO HO   
Merry 

FRI 18th DEC 11am to 2pm 

No  J o i n i n g  Fe e  Fo r  Ne w  Me t ro  C l u b  Me m b e rs

FOR ALL ALEX TAXIS & METRO CLUB MEMBERS 

L u c ky  D o o r  P r i z e s  To  B e  Wo n

Halal Meat Provided 

CHrISTMAS 

wwwALEXTAXIS.com
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For more information call in and see us at:  
888 Mt. Alexander Road, Moonee Ponds, or
105 Normanby Road, North Caulfield      

Unity will 
achieve our 

goal

Ring Leo any time on 

0409 562 531 

ROAD 
CLOSURES
this month in Melbourne

Street Dates Details Purpose
Little Bourke Street
Melbourne

Until 25 December 2015 Little Bourke Street, between Swanston 
Street and Elizabeth Street

Removal of 
site sheds

Spencer Street / 
Clarendon Street / 
Normanby Road / 
Whiteman Street

12am Saturday 2 Jan to 
5am Monday 11 Jan 2016

Closures and detours at Port Junction 
intersection.

Tram Track 
Renewal 
Works

Swanston Street 
Carlton

Until 4 December 2015 
9am to 3pm weekdays 
8am to 5pm Saturdays 
10am to 5pm Sundays

Full closure of carriageway (both directions) 
between Queensberry Street and Pelham 
Street.

Water main 
renewal works

Lansdowne Street 
East Melbourne

6 December 2015 and  
7 February 2016 
12am to 11:30pm both days

Full closure of carriageway (both directions) 
between Victoria Parade and Wellington 
Parade.

Event Closure

City Road/
Alexandra Avenue 
Southbank

9pm Friday 11 Dec to 
7pm Sunday 13 Dec 2015 
9pm Friday 18 Dec to 
7pm Sunday 20 Dec 2015

Full closure of westbound carriageway 
between Linlithgow Avenue and Southbank 
Boulevard.

Crane lift to 
remove site 
tower crane

Racecourse Road 
and
Boundary Road 
Nth Melbourne

Until 24 December 
9am to 4pm weekdays 
7am to 5pm weekends 

Partial closure of Racecourse Road westbound 
between Flemington & Boundary Rds
Full closure Boundary Road between 
Flemington Road and Macaulay Road. 

Power 
upgrade 
works

Spencer Street
Melbourne

Until 15 January 2016 Between Flinders Street and Flinders Lane 
northbound traffic lanes

Power Utility 
Works

Taxi Drivers, Taxi Operators and Taxi Licence Holders
register with us and be part of a united voice

ATTENTION !

Become members of 
our united, credible and 
honest association

The Victorian Taxi & Hire Car Families
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6mm bleed

NO. 1 - TRUSTWORTHY
NO. 1 - RELIABILITY
NO. 1 - SERVICE
NO. 1 - PEACE OF MIND 

NO. 1 FOR  35 YEARS

TAXI COVER

MEMBERSHIP LINE 9092 6082
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TRADE
DIRECTORY
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contact:  Toni Peters

phone:  0400 137 866

email: tonipeters@taxitalk.com.au

ADVERTISE
HERE

THE TAXI SPECIALISTS

Aurion

Prius V

Hybrid
Camry

Kluger GX

Contact Paul Symons now at Patterson Cheney Toyota
(03) 9215 2200 

FREE
WITH EVERY
HYBRID CAMRY
AND AURION:Prius C

Prius
Hiace Commuter

•Rubber or
Carpet Mats
•Boot Release
•Slimline 
Weathershield
•Full Tank of
Fuel

FINANCE
AVAILABLE
AT COMPETITIVE

RATES.

Patterson Cheney Toyota
200 Cheltenham Road, Dandenong, VIC 3175
Ph: (03) 9215 2200
pattersoncheneytoyota.com.au
LMCT578
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VICTORIA 
TAXI CLUB
providing cover 
to the taxi and 
limousine industry 
since 1998

128 Errol Street, North Melbourne
tel  9326 3808           email vic.taxi@bigpond.com
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Alex tAxis mobile eftpos

SMALLER > BRIGHTER > FASTER

   Mobile eftpos

> Fastest recovery for loss of income
> Prompt repairs carried out
> Well equipped workshop in Tottenham
> Quick repairs to put you back on the road ASAP
> Genuine parts used
> Get rewarded for no claims and not at fault claims
> 3rd party property / public liability cover $30 Million
> 24hr Help Hotline 0425 837 766
> TAXI YELLOW RESPRAYS FROM $1090 (inc GST)
119 Errol  St  Nth Melb   Call  Chantel  9348 9507 

ATB

FOR ALL YOUR TAXI COVER

TAXI VHA

wwwALEXTAXIS.com

VHA $$$

BUYERSMT  $250,000

MT

@

@ $265,000
 SELLERS

MetroClub  
TAXI COVER  

 TAXI
PLATES

TAXI & VHA 
LICENCE PLATES

0412 717 616
119 Errol Street
North Melbourne  
www.alextaxis.com

from $250,000TAXI
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Collect your FREE coffee or tea 
voucher from the UNIGAS office 
when you get an auto wash on your 
taxi.  The voucher is redeemable 
at MELROSE LOUNGE at the 
Melbourne Airport Taxi Holding Bay.

CLEAN YOUR 
TAXI WITH AN

AUTO 
WASH

GET A 

FREE
COFFEE
OR TEA   
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TAXI INSTALLATION 
SERVICES
• Schmidt G5 taximeter
• Globe roof lights
• LED roof lights
• Taxi decals
• Tough acrylic dome
• VerifEye taxi camera

153 Osborne Avenue, Clayton South  9546 6990  www.schmidt.com.au

mobile taxi 
installation service 

METRO & COUNTRY 
areas

UTC
PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE & 
3RD PARTY COVER FOR 
VICTORIAN TAXIS AND HIRE CARS
For more information contact 
Jaspreet - 0433 171 422 or Manvinder - 0433 413 628
3/177-181 Northbourne Road, Campbellfield
Phone 9303 9069     Email  unitedtaxiclub@hotmail.com

every month 
to your mail box

Never miss an edition of 
Taxi Talk magazine!
Send $35 and your mailing details and we 
will add you to our mailing list to receive a 
printed copy of Taxi Talk for 1 year.

Want more than 1 copy - no problem - 
send us an email and we will advise you of 
the mailing price.

Mail and cheques: PO Box 2345, Mt Waverley Vic 3149   
Enquiries:  0400 137 866   email: info@taxitalk.com.au       

Direct Deposit - Westpac BSB 033065  Account No. 312786

subscribe
TODAY!
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REGIONAL TAXI PLATES 
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Yarra Valley area out from Lilydale.  
Work provided from 13Cabs.  
Plenty of work. 
Call Nick on 9337 9017.

TAXI & VHA LICENCE 
PLATES FOR SALE
From $250,000.  Call Alex Taxis & 
Broker on 0412 717 616.

MT LICENCE FOR SALE
Expires in 7 years.  Please ring 
9763 9881.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Direct Deposit to   
BSB 033065   
Account 312786

Via PAYPAL to info@taxitalk.com.au 

Mail Cheque to    
Trade Promotions Pty Ltd                              
PO Box 2345
Mt Waverley  VIC  3149

ADVERTISE 
HERE

FOR 35 
WORDS

$30

UTC
• Taxis are covered by a major 

Australian Insurance Company for 
3rd Party Property damage up to 
$30 million.

• Quick repairs and brand 
new parts used.

• Fast recovery for loss of 
income.

• Lower annual contribution.

• Additional Policies available 
Public Liability and Personal 
Accident.

For more information contact 
Jaspreet - 0433 171 422 or Manvinder - 0433 413 628
3/177-181 Northbourne Road, Campbellfield
Phone 9303 9069    Fax 9303 7084  Email  unitedtaxiclub@hotmail.com

TRINITY BODY WORKS
• Taxi resprays from $1365 (excl GST - conditions apply)

• Quality smash repairs
• Quality equipment and premium paints
• Quick repair time  
Contact Maninder Pal
0498 259 986 or 9303 9069

OZWAY TRANS
• Taxi Shifts Available (Day and Night)

• Close changeovers
• Clean and good taxis
• 24/7 roadside assistance 
Contact Gaurav
0424 079 000 or 9303 9069

 VICTORIAN TAXIS AND HIRE CARS

Always refer to the product disclosure statement for product information before making any financial decisions

TRINITY

TAXI

PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE & 
3RD PARTY COVER FOR 

THE TAXI SPECIALISTS
For your new taxi call Paul Symons 
at Patterson Cheney Toyota today 
on 9215 2200

Silver Top Taxi Driver 
Needed
Part time, day or night shift.  5 
years experience.  At least 25 
years old.  Changeover Rowville.   
Please call Tony  0413 393 594 

Silver Top Drivers 
South Eastern Suburbs - All 
Shifts & Flexible Hours.  Home 
changeover option.  Full Time set 
price hungry from $950 excl gst 
(conditions apply).  Set price 24 
hr hungry shifts from $150 excl 
gst (conditions apply).  Call 
95551155 or 0414 566 779 TT  

These listings are FREE.  

Operators and drivers send 
details of your DRIVER or 

JOB advertisement to 
info@taxitalk.com.au or 

sms 0400137866

NEED A 
JOB?
NEED A 
DRIVER?

TAXI & LIMOUSINE 
COVER
Need comprehensive, 3rd party or 
public liability insurance? Contact 
Victoria Taxi Club on 9326 3808

COMPREHENSIVE & 3rd 
PARTY COVER
For all Victorian taxis and hire cars.  
Call Jaspreet at UTC on 9303 9069
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to all our friends, clients and 
customers in the 

Victorian Taxi Industry
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